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Welcome to the z-32.32r Router Software

The z-32.32r is an automated patchbay/distribution-amplifier for digital audio signals.  The
primary function of the z-32.32r is to route the outputs of different machines to the inputs of
other machines.  For example, the output of a digital audio workstation (DAW) may be sent to
the inputs of 16 DAT machines simultaneously.  Or, the output of one DAW may be sent to 8
DAT machines while the output of another DAW is sent to another 5 DAT machines and the
output of an A/D converter is sent to still another 3 machines.  The power of the z-32.32r is that
the various devices are physically connected to the z-32.32r in one configuration, while the
output-to-input routing patterns can be changed dynamically without needing to unplug and
rearrange the cables.

The terminology used in this document is simple.  Device outputs are sent to the z-32.32r's
inputs.  These signals are referenced by the term "Source."  On the rear of the z-32.32r, the
input signals are labeled "from."  The outputs of the z-32.32r are connected to the inputs of your
devices.  These signals are referenced by the term "Destination."  On the rear of the unit, the
output signals are labeled "to."  For example, we route "from" a CD player as a "Source"-"to" a
DAT machine as a "Destination."

The z-32.32r Router Software facilitates the creation of patches for the z-32.32r.  The user has
the ability to name input and output devices, save and load configurations and control multiple
routers with the same graphical interface.
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Understanding the Screen Layout

The main screen for the z-32.32r router software is divided into several regions.  Below is a
description of each region.

Menu Bar:
The menu bar is located directly underneath the
z-32.32r window title area.  Every command that
can be executed in the z-32.32r router software
can be accessed through the menu bar.  For a
detailed description of the menu options, refer to
the section titled Menu Bar Options.

Tool Bar:
The tool bar gives the user quick access to the
most commonly used commands.  For a detailed
description of the tools refer to the section titled
Tool Bar Options.

Source Section:
There are two source sections in the main
window of the z-32.32r router software.  One
located on each side of the screen next to its
associated Destination Section.  This section
shows which "Source" is currently mapped to the
destination on its right.  For example, the two
destinations next to these labels have Source 1
routed to it.

Destination Section:
There are two destination sections on the main
window of the z-32.32r router software.  One on
each side of the screen.  This section displays
the name of the destination which the source on
its left is being routed to.
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Menu Bar Options

File Menu:
New:  Clears the current patch and loads the default device

names.

Open:  Loads an existing patch from the disk.

Save:  Stores the current file on the disk.

Save As: Brings up the Save File As dialog box.  Allows the
user to change the name of the current file before saving
it.

Exit:  Exits the program.

Options Menu:
Send to Router:  Routes the currently displayed patch to the

router.

Query Router:  Asks the router what its current input-to-output
mapping is and displays the results in the main window

Open Drag and Drop:  Opens the drag and drop dialog box.
To close the drag and drop window, click close in that
window.

Setup Menu:
Name Devices:  Opens a dialog box to change the names of

all 32 sources and destinations.

Select Port:  Opens dialog box to search for routers connected
to the host computer.

Routing Factor:  Sets the relative speed of the transmissions to
the router.  For faster computers, a higher number is
preferable.  For slower computers, this number should
stay below 75.  Experimenting with this feature should
be helpful in determining the optimum transmission
speed for your computer.

Help Menu:
Obtaining Technical Support:  Opens a display with information

on how to get help with this software.

About Z-Systems:  Opens a display with contact information for
Z-Systems Audio Engineering, Inc.
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Tool Bar Options

Open:
Opens an existing patch file.  Equivalent to using File|Open.

Save:
Saves the current patch to disk.  Equivalent to using File|Save.

New:
Creates a new patch.  Reassigns the names of the devices to their default
values.  Equivalent to using File|New.

Drag:
Opens the drag and drop window.  Equivalent to using
Options|Open Drag and Drop.

Rename Devices:
Opens a window to rename the devices.  Equivalent to using Setup|Name
Devices.

 or 
Send to Router:
Sends the currently displayed patch to the currently selected router.
Equivalent to using Options|Send to Router.

 or 
Query Router:
Asks the router what its current input-to-output mapping is and displays the
results in the main window.  Equivalent to using Options|Query Router.

Router Number:
Sets the router number to which the program will send all of the transmissions
to.

About Z-Systems:
Opens a window with contact information for Z-Systems. Equivalent to using
Help|About Z-Systems.
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First Time Operation

Specifying a COM Port

The first time the z-32.32r software is executed, a message box will ask if you would like to set
up the communications port that the router is connected to.  If the router has already been
installed, click yes and the window shown below will appear.  You will be able to access this
window later if you have not installed the router yet.

If you do not know what port you have connected the router to, simply click on OK when the
Auto Detect option is checked and the software will search all the ports for the router.  If you do
know the port which the router is on, click on the Auto Detect feature to disable it and the
individual com port option buttons will become active.  Select the com port which the router is
on and click OK.  The software will then attempt to connect with the router.  If all goes well, the
window will close and the query and route functions will be enabled.  If there is a problem, make
sure that the router’s power is turned on and that the cable is connected properly.

Changing Device Names

To change the names of the Devices, either click on  or go through the menu by using
Setup|Name Devices.  This will bring up the Rename Devices window.   When this window first
shows, all 32 sources will be displayed.  To change the name of a particular Input, position the
cursor within the text box for this input and change the name.  To change the names of the
Destinations, click on the button that reads “Destinations” at the bottom of the window.  It is
important to note that in order to continue, all devices must be named.  If you change your mind
after changing several names,  clicking on Cancel will restore the previous settings.
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Changing the Input-to-Output Mapping

There are three methods for changing the input signal associated with the output on the right of
the source slot:
• By clicking on the name of the source, a drop down list will open with all of the available

sources.  Select a source by clicking on it and the mapping will change accordingly.
• By clicking on the source number button, a window with all of the source numbers will pop

up.  Select a new source to be mapped to the destination and the window will disappear.
• By opening the Drag-and-Drop option, a window with all of the source numbers and names

will pop up.  Position the mouse over a source name and drag it into a destination slot.  To
close the Drag-and-Drop window, click on the close button inside that window.

To make the change take effect on the router, click on the Send to Router button.


